VELTEX® Brand

Laminates

LAMINATED LOOP FABRIC FOR DISPLAYS, MEDICAL SOFT GOODS, AND MORE
VELTEX® Brand

Laminates

LAMINATED LOOP FABRIC FOR DISPLAYS, MEDICAL SOFT GOODS, AND MORE

Benefits

• Wide range of standard colors in stock make ordering easy; custom color options available
• Compatible with many VELCRO® Brand and ULTRA-MATE® Brand Hooks
• Available in full 60" width or cut to the width, length, or shape you need
• Can be attached to surfaces by sewing, using a spray adhesive, or using a mechanical fastener
• Withstands spot cleaning using bleach-free household cleaning agents

Color Range

Bright Finish (Metallic)

Black 826
PMS Black U

Pearl 833
PMS 4545 U

Coronation 829
PMS 2995 U

Royal Blue 827
PMS 280 U
Matte Finish

- **Black 803**
  - PMS Black U

- **White 819**
  - PMS Ultra-White U

- **Eggshell 818**
  - PMS 4545 U

- **Beige 817**
  - PMS 4525 U

- **Pink 822**
  - PM 196 U

- **Spanish Red 813**
  - PMS 194 U

- **Par Green 834**
  - PMS 370 U

- **Jungle Green 814**
  - PMS 561 U

- **Ice Blue 806**
  - PMS 628 U

- **Royal Blue 807**
  - PMS 280 U

- **Navy 805**
  - PMS 282 U

- **Purple 839**
  - PMS 267 U

- **Sterling 800**
  - PMS 430 U

- **Platinum 820**
  - PMS 408 U

- **Antique Grey**
  - PMS 423 U

Photography and Filmography Colors

- **Chrome Key Blue 846**
  - PMS Hexachrome Cyan U

- **Chrome Key Green 842**
  - PMS Hexachrome Green U

- **Glow Lime 843**
  - PMS 376 U
THE VELCRO COMPANIES ARE WORLDWIDE LEADERS IN FASTENING SYSTEMS OFFERING A WIDE RANGE OF SOLUTIONS FROM STANDARD HOOK AND LOOP TO COMPLETE FINISHED PRODUCTS.

50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE: WE ARE PROUD OF OUR HERITAGE IN INNOVATION, HAVING OVER 300 ACTIVE PATENTS TO OFFER BETTER SOLUTIONS TO SATISFY OUR CUSTOMERS’ NEEDS.